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President’s Message
2017
Dear Members,

I'm writing this just after the Fall Dinner event. It was nice to see so many of
our members having a great time. Many thanks to Maria Galante and her assistants & Terry Hills who made this another memorable event. This year we
were joined by our Zone 1 representative Mike Bryan and his wife Pam. Mike
was kind enough to help us mark the 55th anniversary of our region. This event
provides the opportunity to review the season and recall the many awesome
events and experiences that we enjoyed this year. A huge thank you to all of
the members who volunteered to run events this past season. The variety and
quality continues to grow. NRPCA hosted over 90 events this year. Hopefully
you were able to find some events that interested you. We're always open to
creative new ideas and now is the time to propose your ideas for next season. The pre-planning meeting was on Dec 5th at Terry Hills. We have a good
start for next year’s calendar. In February, we will have our final planning meeting. Please bring your ideas along with your appetite. While many of our vehicles are stored for the winter, you may have a cool project in the works or perhaps a Porsche winter adventure. Please consider documenting your experience and sharing it with others through the Flatout newsletter.
As my first year as president comes to a close, I want to share my sincere gratitude for the support from the team of board members and the membership. It
was a fun year and I'm looking forward to next season and the new opportunities it brings. Please consider attending a Happy Hour to stay connected during
the winter months. On behalf of NRPCA, warm wishes for the upcoming holiday
season and a Happy New Year!
David Hostetter
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Thank You
Maggie Goodman Garnett (PCA Social Media Coach)
for the Legal Limitations Slide and
Mike Bryan ( Zone 1 One Representative)
for reaching out to PCA National on Insurance Limitations.

Drones are banned at all PCA events as a requirement of PCA’s insurance
cover. PCA strives to maintain the club’s liability insurance premiums at as
low a level as possible and this is achieved by the elimination of risks over
which it has limited or no control. The use of drones presents what our insurer considers an uncontrollable risk in the presence of PCA members
and their cars. Therefore, the only effective way for PCA to avoid potential
liability claims is to ban them from all PCA events.
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Editors Page

Here we are again at the end of another
driving season for Niagara. It is that time
to prep your cars for winter storage. Wash
and wax, remove all those little pieces of
road grime, perhaps even use a clay bar on
the paint to remove any oxidation from the
sun. Next clean the interior, vacuum the
rugs, don’t forget to treat your leather with a good cleaner
and leather conditioner. Some people like to put their cars
up on blocks or use wheel dollies to prevent the tires from
flat spotting over the winter storage. I increase my air pressure to 45 or 50 PSI, then layer four sections of ergonomic
rubber floor mates under each tire. Several years ago Bill
Schicker told me about this trick and I have had good luck
with it ever since. You may want to get the oil and filter
changed, have your tech check the coolant levels to make
sure your coolant mixture is set low enough not to freeze,
finally flush the brake fluid to make sure there is no moisture build up in the system. Hook up that battery tender
throw the cover on and you should be ready for spring.

Dan
NRPCA Member Badges

If you are one of our newer members, or if you never attended an event during which we gave out
badges, you can now order one for yourself or your family member.
They are double-sided with the current NRPCA logo and your name,
plus a lanyard. We collect names of folks who would like a badge.
Once we hit at least 8 badges, an order will be placed. The club covers the cost. Please contact secretary@niagarapca.org if you are
interested.
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There was play
in the rear
wheel, I found
it when working on other
issues on the
car. The bearing was original, 43 years
old, so I guess
it was time

The rear assembly has
to be taken
apart to access the
bearing.

The half
shaft on
that side is
next.

The spindle
slides out
easily.
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It’s splined, not a press fit like other
parts.

A puller is used to remove the hub
from the bearing. It’s then used to
pull the bearing from the control arm.

12

The emergency brake has to be removed

The bearing looks a little worn from the
outside, there was a little slop in it that
could be felt by hand. The puller is a
pretty simple device, but very important.

The control arm is
clean and ready for
the new bearing.

The
bearing
is
pressed
into
place.

Ready for the emergency brake
and hub assembly.
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Emergency brake assembled, it’s a good
time to adjust them

Con’t pg 14

Insert the spindle, lock the
crown nut in place.

Press the hub back into the
bearing.

Brake caliper, followed by
the half shaft.

All set, ready for the road. It took me
4 hours. A pro probably knocks it off
in half that time
14

1958

Porsche Restoration
By

Jim Hohenssee

W

ork continues on the 1958 356 and things are getting exciting. I
missed my optimistic target of driving the car to the Watkins Glen
vintage races but what’s another month or two.
Dual Circuit
Master
Cylinder

I have started work on the engine but stopping is more important than going so first
things first.
I decided to convert the car to
a dual circuit braking system
so that if you have a hydraulic
failure you don’t lose front and rear brakes all at once.
Even though for over forty years of driving these cars I have
never had the dreaded brake pedal
to the floor happen but I don’t want
to push my luck. Switching over requires the use of a post 1968 VW
drum brake master cylinder and
a kit that I have developed to
mount a 911 fluid reservoir right
below the steering box inspection
cover. This reservoir has two compartments and hoses so you won’t
Converted Reservoir
run out of fluid if one part of the

15
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BEST PHOTO BY Kevin Opferbeck
This past October we
launched our photo

MOST CREATIVE by Garrett Hoehn

contest. All contestants
had two weeks to submit pictures. After that
primary and associate
members had one week
to choose their favorite
photo in each category.
Thirty
one
people
placed pictures in the
three categories

BEST PHOTO,
MOST CREATIVE,
MOST HUMOROUS.

MOST HUMOROUS by Nancy Killian

Of the thirty one entrants here are the
three winners for

2017
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Birth of the Niagara HPDE Program
&
the People who made it happen

Every January 1st when the Clock strikes twelve all the track jockeys
are on the computer registering for the first High Performance Driving
Event of the year. (Michael Bohan Memorial). Some women lose their
man to the track GODS while other women are showing the men how
it is done on the track. This article is dedicated to all the men and
women that have given themselves in the development for perfection
over the years. It is through the efforts of the entire HPDE team that
has made our program revered as #1 by most all of the PCA regions
far and near. These are the stories from all the Chairs, registrars,
Class Instructors, Run group leaders, Safety/& tech team & the Instructor development program

Niagara HPDE Program
HPDE Registrar - Curt Hinchcliffe

I grew up as a car person, family
traditions from my father’s father
on down to my children. Grew
up helping sand down and paint
cars in my parent’s garage. So
when I was first driving I always
knew a sports car and spirited
driving were in my future. I had,
17

and still do have, a love for German cars culminating in the Porsche 928, I always wanted when I
was young. Got my first in 2001,
but where can I drive it fast and
not get myself in trouble. Let’s
join the car club and find out.

Con’t pg 18

Curt Hinchcliffe

Back in those days we had
monthly meetings at Tully’s in
Henrietta where I met Bryan
Starsky. A very enthusiastic
member with a ton of answers
to all my questions.
Paraphrased from our first conversation
regarding
d r i v i n g
school. “You see,
we have this driving school at Watkins Glen.
You
drive your car as
fast as you feel
comfortable with
an instructor in
the passenger seat
helping to guide
you and explaining all of the
ins and outs of high performance driving. And it’s not
just the track driving, we have
a great classroom instructor
that explains what you’re experiencing and why it feels the
way it does.”
That’s it, I’m in but how do I
get in. We need to see Dan
Deegan to get all of the details. Fill out this form and
send it in on this date. No earlier or later because it’s popular and you may not get
in. OK, fill out the form, write
the check ($325 back then)
18

and make sure its post marked
on the right day or else.
I made it in, May 2002 was my
first event. I prepped the car
by going to the tech session at
Ekstens, wow what a place
and fantastic group of people
helping. I decided
I’ll help where I can
and started right in
getting cars on lifts
and taking wheels
off.
Fast forward to the
e ve nt
r e gis t r a tion. Back then we
had to meet at the
Glen Motor Inn and
get all the stickers
and final details. Got handed
a beer and invited to dinner, a
tradition that still holds true
today, “It’s not about the cars
it’s the people.” That’s when I
met Rich DeAsis with his black
996 C4S and learned that the
track can be a home away
from home. After making it
through the event and the car
was in one piece I made sure
to sign up every year and ask
to help if I can. I ended up inspecting and signing off cars at
the tech sessions over the
years and love teaching newer
drivers about their cars.
Con’t pg 19

Curt Hinchcliffe

By the end of 2006 Rich, Bert
and I had aimed to help Dan
Deegan with all the responsibilities associated with running
the one (1) DE Niagara
had. The reigns were, in turn,
handed to us completely and
we jumped on how we can improve the fantastic job Dan
had done. As we discussed the
plan of attack another member
offered his help as safety coordinator, Jim Arendt.
Rich had thoughts on where
we can lead this based on his
experiences in the other groups
he
had
been
running
with. The original team;
Bert Xander – DE Chairman (he had been helping Dan
the longest and had the most
contact with the track)
Rich DeAsis – Chief Instructor (he had the most track
time and instructing experience)
Jim Arendt – Safety Coordinator (he had the vision for
making the event as safe as
possible) Curt Hinchcliffe (me)
Registrar (could do the computer side leg work to get
online registration up and going).
First order of business was
making this region’s DE the

most fun and safe one available anywhere. And we needed
to make sure Jim Tulloch
stayed with our team for classroom instruction as there is no
better fit in our collective
minds.
Our first event was May 2007
and we had a fantastic base
that Dan Deegan had built, we
were poised for the future.
After increasing the driver
count per event we were able to
get our region to vote positively
for a second DE date, not an
easy task at the time especially
with the date being in midOctober. Then a third Solo only event shortly followed. The
vision of always moving forward has never been in doubt.
Over the years we confirmed
the need for changes to our
group as a whole. Jim Arendt
turned to racing and a new
more stringent safety chairman
was brought on in Mike
Zotter. Working side by side
with our Niagara region instructor core brought the ideas
of having trusted coordinators
for each of the run groups as
many hands make for light
work as we grow and expand. Through the work of
Rich and Mike we were able to
Con’t pg 20
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Curt Hinchcliffe

bring on a team of tech inspection crew members that make
safety an even higher priority.
We have added Ken Buschner
to run an instructor development program for ensuring our
expected traits for an approved
Niagara Region event instructor.
Together this team has brought
our relatively small region’s
High Performance Drivers Education program to the top of
those offered through the Porsche Club of America. We are
revered by many other car clubs
and driving groups as the forefront of how a HPDE should
run. We push the envelope on
how it is done every year and
how we can get better. Never
resting on how to make it better
for all in the future. Safety
first.

DE Chairman
Bert Xander
Chief Instructor
Rich DeAsis
Registrar
Curt Hinchcliffe
Lead Classroom Instructor
Jim Tulloch
Run Group coordinators
Brian Dailey, Tony Giovinazzo,
Dave Hostetter
Track Steward
Tim O’Brien
Instructor Development Lead
Ken Buschner
Tech Chairman
Mike Zotter
Tech Team Members
Jeffery Cooney, Dan Sliwinski,
Joe Prinzbach, Brad Herman,
Jeff Thomas, Tom Richardson,
Mike DeLaney

Curt

Niagara HPDE Program
HPDE Chairman - Bert Xander

I first started attending in about
2000. In those days we only
had one annual event, usually
in early June and we limited
the number of participants to
20

about 120...hard to believe now
we attract almost 400 participants annually at our events!
In those days there was no
committee, Dan Deegan really
Con’t pg 24

1958

Porsche Restoration con’t
By

Jim Hohenssee

system fails. Next step was to fabricate and
install new steel brake lines and buy new
rubber hoses. All VW and Porsche brake
hoses have a tendency to swell up on the
inside which inhibits the return flow of the
brake fluid. This causes the brakes to drag
or lock up
Baking Plates
completebefore & after
ly. They
should be
replaced every 10 to 15 years as part of your
maintenance program. They can also crack externally from old age.
Brake Drums before All the old brake parts needed cleaning,
& after
rust removal, painting, and reCon’t pg 27
building so that was the next

WOW NICE CAR
Submit a story

We are always looking for a car or story
to showcase in Flatout, to highlight our
members & what upgrades or mods they
have installed on them.
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It’s easy just drop me a note in an e-mail at
dsliwinski@niagarapca.org & tell me what you

5 YEARS

Sept Oct Nov
Primary Members

415 423 421

Affiliate Members

252 254 256

Life Members

1

1

1

Total Members

668 678

678

Transfer in
Transfer
Non Renewal
Renewals

Sept Oct Nov
0
0
0
1
0
0
13
3
5
17
25
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Artemowych William

10 YEARS

Scherkoske Gregg
Culbertson James
15 YEARS
Giacobble
Downs

New Members

Andrew
Richard

20 YEARS

September
Mark, Buri
Real, Hall

Kubiak
Gibson

Thomas
Garth
25 YEARS

October

Scott, Bakku
Chris, Darrow
Ryan, Brady
Mike, Draves
Val, Sordo

November
Frank Scozzafava
22

Brewer
Brewer

Edward
Patrica
30 YEARS

Williams
Williams

Kenneth
Dagny

Eksten Autoworks
78 Bennington Drive
Rochester, NY 14616
585-621-8200
ekstenautoworks@frontiernet.net
www.ekstenautoworks.com
Specialized Porsche and Import maintenance,
diagnostics, performance and
racing services for over 40

years

Full service engine machine shop and rebuilding
services all done in house
Chassis Dyno and ECU tuning
Fabrication services

Labor discounts to club members

Advertising Rates for FLATOUT
Quarterly

Full Year

support the businesses that
support us. Click on the
links below to visit their
websites.

Full page—$100

Full page—$400

1/2 Page—$75

1/2 Page—$300

•

Eksten Autoworks

1/4 Page—$50

1/4 Page—$200

•

Seneca Lodge

1/8 Page—$25

1/8 Page—$100

•

T-Shirt Express

•

The Little Speed Shop

•

Porsche of Rochester

•

Hubstands

Business Card—$75

To place an ad please contact Hank Beamer at:
Tel#:
e-mail:
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(585) 735 3341
secretary@niagarapca.org

Bert Xander

organized the annual event
himself.- All the registrations
were done on paper and
"mailed" in with checks. Participants applied in JanuFebruary and didn't find out if
they were accepted until mid
April or so. Contrast that with
our online registration and payment
process and the fact
that our events open
online January 1.
- I became registrar
in 2002 I think. I developed a program
and input the registrations into a computer for the purpose
of creating labels and
mailing lists, etc.Back then we did
the event check in
at the Glen Motor
Inn...no final tech at the
track. Drivers just turned in a
completed tech form and were
all set to go. Contrast that with
the final tech we do at the track
completed by our tech team of
scrutineers!- Instructors found
out who their student was on
the first morning, sometimes
meeting their student while in
staging ready to exit onto the
track for first run.
Now in24

structors find out in advance
and contact their student to
begin a relationship before arriving at the event.- Back then
the only instructor training program was the National PCA program run by Pete Tremper and
took place during one event
Now we have our
own in - house Instructor Development Program that
takes place over
several events during the course of a
year or so. We used
to have a dinner on
the first night of
the event, usually
at the Glen club at
the track (until it
burned
down!).
There were no
run group exercises - now we run passing exercises to get new participants
into the habit of giving and

t a ki n g
p oi n t - b y s .
These are some of the thoughts
that easily come to mind.
Hope these are helpful.

Bert

Niagara PCA Region Driver Education Program
HPDE Lead Class Room Instructor - Jim Tulloch

The Early Days, 80s and 90s

Driver Education

programs
started gathering momentum in
the mid-eighties.
PCA clubs
saw them as a great source of
revenue to support other club
activities. Niagara hopped on
board. Spearheading the efforts
were Mike Bohan, Dr. Walter
Leising and Dan Deegan. The
“groundwork” they established
at the very beginning continues
to drive the Niagara DE program to this day. To understand this legacy one needs
some background on Mike and
Walt. Mike Bohan was a salesman. He aggressively promoted
and sold the driver school to
anyone who would listen. He
was the “up front man” and the
Chief Instructor of the first
driver education schools. His
enthusiasm and promotional
skills sold the school. Mike
made everyone feel welcome. He
aggressively pursued knowing
each and every club member
and driving school participant.
You could not escape Mike!

25

Mike was not big on rules or
lots of organization. He just
wanted everyone to have a good
time. He was the cheerleader,
the upfront guy. Dr. Walter
Leising, AKA Walt, was the
Principal Research Scientist at
Xerox. Walt was the guy who
put the education in Driver Education. He developed an impressive classroom curriculum
and beautifully developed instructional materials for the
classroom. The content of the
projector slides he developed in
1990 are just as appropriate
and relevant today. For example, he was the first to develop
a projector slide for each corner
on the track at Watkins Glen
International. Each slide contained an accurate depiction of
the corner along with an explanation of how to drive the corner. Walt was an outstanding
teacher, brilliant, articulate,
creative and with a great sense
of humor. He was generous
with his time and always made
you feel important. Walt’s efCon’t pg26

Jim Tulloch

forts elevated the school’s credibility.
Dan Deegan was the third
member of the team. Dan was
the oil that kept the machinery
running smoothly. While Walt
had a firm grip on the classroom/teaching component
Mike’s attention to
detail was not a
strong point. Dan is
a detail kind of guy,
and a very responsible person, so Mike
could rely on Dan to
do much of the nuts
and bolts stuff required to successfully run a driver’s
school. Mike and
Dan made a great
team.
Driver Schools
in the 80’s were just becoming
popular.
PCA Clubs having
schools at Watkins Glen included Niagara, NNJR, Reissentoter, Connecticut and Potomac. Most, like Niagara, had
one event each year. Niagara’s
was in June and registration
took place by mail. Niagara
was the only PCA club in the
Northeast to allow cars other
than Porsches to run in the
26

school. Participants signed in
and had tech done at The Glen
Motor Lodge. Sign in, get a
beer and meet your friends.
These were truly social events
with drivers coming from surrounding regions and a significant contingent from Canada.
This was back
when it was
easy to cross
the
boarder
and traffic in
Toronto
was
not that bad.
The vast majority of participants
drove
their cars. Often, groups of
drivers would
meet and travel
in small groups
to and from an
event.
Equipment upgrades
were limited to shocks, springs
and brake pads. Tire selection
was not that great and dedicated track tires were just becoming available in the late 80’s.
If you did not crash, drove reasonably quickly and were
around for a few years, one day
a chief instructor would come
up to you and say “I think you
are ready to be an instructor”.
Con’t pg 29

1958

Porsche Restoration con’t
By

Jim Hohenssee

Brake
Drums
being
turned

Arching Brake Shoes

step.
Drums needed measuring, a light turning, and arcing the shoes to match the
ID diameter of the drums. It is extremely important that the inside diameter of
the drums is within a few thousandths on the left and right side of the car
otherwise the car will pull to the side under braking. Finally it was time to reassemble everything and have a beer.
I have not decided what type of brake fluid to use yet. There are several options with silicone DOT 5 a favorite choice with collector car owners. Silicone
prevents corrosion in the system because it does not absorb moisture and
protects the metal parts. If ever spilled it will not harm the paint and has a
very long life. It can be a little more difficult to bleed the air out
Jim
measures
final drum
diameter

Jim Polishing the brake drums
27
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1958

Porsche Restoration
By

Jim Hohenssee

and has a lower boiling point
than DOT 4. For this reason
it is not recommended for
Backing
racing or any track work.
plates ready

for assembly

I have always used high
quality DOT 4 fluid in my cars
and have not been as religious as I
should be with changing it. Every five
years is recommended but how many
people do? Once you commit to one
type or the other you are locked in because the system should
be disassembled and thoroughly cleaned in order to
change.
Have a great holiday season and maybe we will
have another mild winter
but the more snow and
cold the better it is to work
inside on your Porsche

Backing
plates &
Drums
ready to
be installed on
the 356

projects.

Jim Hohenssee
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356 brake
system restored with
dual wheel
cylinders

Jim Tulloch

That was it!
Once you
“instructed” for one group you
could usually instruct for any
group.
Instructor training?
Student Evaluations? Stated
driver skills for each level?
None.
Just keep ‘em from
crashing. As an instructor, you

were a god!

The legacy that Mike, Walt
and Dan established in the 80’s
continues today.
Niagara has always been:
Low keyed,
Inviting
& respectful
of all drivers A teaching school
Well organized Limited participation/small run groups Good
value Beer

The 90’s
Mike. Walt and Dan started into
the 90s together but it was not
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to last. Walt had significant
health issues and passed away
in 1994. Walt was 52 years old.
All of Walt’s materials were
passed on to Jim Tulloch to
pick up the classroom responsibilities. Mike Bohan also passed
away in the 90’s and Dan Deegan assumed all his responsibilities. The 90’s were a time of
significant development in the
auto industry. Manufacturers
came out with more high performance models. Suspensions
became more sophisticated,
power to weight ratios increased
and lap times came down. Tire
development took a quantum
leap. Traction control and antilock brakes were on every new
car. Fast cars of the era,
E30/36 M3, Porsche 964/993,
C5 Corvette, Acura NSX, Ferrari
348 and, oh ya, the Ferrari F40.
We saw them all at Niagara….well, maybe not an F40.
This was the decade when drivers started having dedicated
track cars and trailers. More
and more cars were turning up
with track tires. Speed and
speed differential started to become an issue. Throughout the
90’s Dan kept a steady hand on
the tiller and single handedly
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Jim Tulloch

managed the club’s single driver
school each year.………and also
served a couple terms as President of the club.
Instructors were still drivers given the seal of approval
one day by a chief instructor. It
would usually occur when an
event was a few instructors
short and the chief instructor
would look around to see who
happen to be at the event they
could “tap”.
Niagara always

had a responsible instructor
corp, many of who showed up
year after year. This was in no
small part, due to the efforts of
Dan. He did a great deal of networking to keep the cadre of instructors together. Above all,
Dan maintained the DE model
established in the 80s. And the
Niagara event continued to
flourish.

Jim

Niagara HPDE Program

Founding HPDE Member - Dan Deegan

O

n our 25 anniversary Walter Leising, John Meak, Dan
Deegan and the help of
Central NY region put
together a mini parade.
We had a DE, a Concore, A Drive And dinner at Corning Glass
Museum. 4 days of fun
and the party was the
party of the year.
Walter did a write
up of each corner at
the Glen and after the mini pa-

30

rade he realized the need
for more DE.
Zone 1 was
doing 48 HR
at Glen as well
as NNJR. We
did not like
the way the
other
clubs
were running
there schools.
We
wanted
our school to
be fun and relaxed. One in-

Dan Deegan

structor per student; that way
more time with student/
instructor. With only 4 run
groups it was formula for success putting money in to our
club to run other events.
Walter was the head class
room instructor, Dan Deegan
Tech inspector, Mike Bohan as
registrar.
The start of the
school was the last weekend in
May in 1986 or 1987. Walter
would get us together to do other Tracks (Mosport, Mid Ohio)
he was working on track write
up on those tracks
Upon Walter’s death, Jim
Tulloch took over the classroom
part of the school and shortly

after Mike got sick and died,
Dan Deegan took over registration and Tech.
Jim and Dan Deegan ran
the school for 18 years then
Bert Zander, Bryan Starski
started to help.
Bert, Bryan, and Rich saw a
need for more than 2 days at
Glen moving it up to 3 two day
events. With my track DE support business, doing more days
at Glen was not possible. After
20 of running DE’s, it was time
to move on to other things.
Hope that is helpful

Dan Deegan

Niagara HPDE Program
DE Safety & Tech Chair - Mike Zotter

Good evening Niagara PCA
club. I would like to introduce
myself. My name is Michael
Zotter , and my role with the
club is tech and safety chair , a
position within the DE committee. I took over this position
from Jim Arendt , at the time

31

Jim was also president of NRPCA. After long discussions with
Rich DeAsis, the chief instructor for the DE program, and also Jim Tulloch , the classroom
chief instructor , I decided to
accept the position and create a
new, comprehensive tech form.
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Mike Zotter
Also, a new system for teching
cars was developed to insure
cars were safe for track conditions . In order to achieve this
goal , a tech team was created.
The tech team includes Bob
Veltz, Brad Herman, Joe Prinzbach, Jeff Thomas, Mike
Delaney, Tom Richardson, Jeff Cooney,
& Dan Sliwinski. The
purpose of our tech
team is not only to insure safe cars on the
track, but also to educate the participants
so they understand
safety is our number
one goal. This begins
with drivers taking
responsibility of their
cars, taking their car to a reputable service center , being
compliant according to our tech
form. As a final check, our tech
team inspects the cars prior to
the start of the event.
At the track , the team breaks
up into 3 groups of 2. Each
group inspects a car , one at a
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time. One member lines up the
vehicles to be teched , at the
same time making sure driver
has car number and run group
sticker placed correctly on vehicle. If a car “fails” tech inspection, it is sent to the “penalty”
box, where I must address the
issue. As the
safety director, I must
investigate
any incident
that occurs
on track, filing
paperwork
and
forward it to
National
PCA.
Any
“black flag”
incident occurring on track
must be investigated by me before being allowed back on
track. I work closely with Tim
O’Brien, track steward for any
other issues on track that
should involve me. Since the
formation of the tech team and
more stringent safety goals,
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Mike Zotter
there has been a significant decrease in mechanical issues on
the track. This is a tribute to
the hard work and dedication
the tech team has put forward.
For all the NRPCA members
that do not participate in DE
events, I would like to invite all
to observe an event and appreciate the difficult task in running an event like this.
Thank you very much, hope to

see more members at the track.
Sincerely . This is a tribute to
the hard work

Mike Zotter
Tech Team Members

Jeffery Cooney, Dan Sliwinski,
Joe Prinzbach, Brad Herman,
Jeff Thomas, Tom Richardson,
Mike DeLaney

Niagara HPDE Program

White Run Group Coordinator - Tony Giovinazzo
My earliest recollection of motor
racing was in the late sixties or
early seventies. In those days,
ABC's Wide World of Sports
would show a fifteen minute
summary of Formula 1 races
from Monaco or Monza. That
was it for me!
I was
hooked. Attending live races
was next and the drive to the
track was being done in my
1968 Triumph Spitfire...my first
car. Fast forward to 1999. After recovering from a motorcycle
accident, I decided it was time
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to hang up the two wheeler and
look for something a bit safer. I
settled on an '86 3.2 Carrera. I
joined the PCA and attended a
club meeting while living in Seattle, WA. They talked about
club activities and mentioned
Drivers Ed at the race
track. What???, I can drive my
car on the track?? Where do I
sign up? After relocating to the
Rochester area in the summer
of 2000, I drove DE's at Mosport and Watkins Glen in the
fall. I got a taste of WGI on the

Tony Giovinazzo
first weekend in November accompanied by cold weather and
ice pellets in the morning. That
didn't matter though...I was
driving on the track. Over the
next few years I sold that car to
obtain a car that I could modify
for the track. Another '86 Carrera, this time a coupe. Over
the first winter I stripped out the
interior and installed a roll bar,
race seats and harnesses, followed by torsion bars and suspension upgrades. I was quickly
sliding
on
t he
slippery
slope. Race tires and a trailer
with
tow
vehicle
were
next. Eighteen years and several Porsche's later, I now I prefer
to drive my stock trim Cayman S
to and from the track on street
tires.
A few years back, the DE Committee chose to assist Rich
DeAsis as Chief Instructor by
adding run group coordinators. Each run group coordinator handles the matters within
the group and coordinates with
the lower and upper run group
coordinator. As the White Run
Group coordinator, I work with
the DE team on ensuring drivers
are ready to be in the White
group and, with input from the
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Chief Instructor and the drivers
instructor, determine when
they're ready to move on to solo
or the next run group. Before
that can happen, Brian Daley
and his team of check out instructors, go for a ride with the
driver and see if the driver is
truly ready or not. We strive
safety
over
everything
else.
Car/equipment safety,
tires and now the driver. Putting a driver into a faster group
is not taken lightly. We need to
know they are competent, drive
within their limits and consider
their safety and that of the drivers around them.
Some of the behind the scenes
activities that most don't see, is
the ongoing coordination by all
run group coordinators, Rich
DeAsis, the Chief Instructor as
well as Curt at Registration and
Bert as the DE chair. We all are
constantly communicating to
make sure instructors are available at the right time, drivers
are in the right run group, people are safe and most importantly, those in attendance have fun
too!

Tony Giovinazzo
White Run Group Coordinator

Niagara HPDE Program

Green Run Group Coordinator - Dave Hostetter

My DE Experience
Just as I was about to start
high school we moved from Toronto to Hector NY where I attended Watkins Glen High
school.
I wasn’t too thrilled
about the move until early October, getting to attend my first
Formula 1 race. Wow, what an
experience – I was officially
hooked on racing. A race weekend at The Glen included a
large number of amazing sports
cars everywhere you went. Ferrari, Lamborghini, Lotus, Porsche and several British
marques – amazing! Then that
summer I was able to experience the Can Am series of basi-

cally unlimited sports car racing. I loved it.
Fast forward to 1986 and my
first Porsche.
I was lucky
enough to buy a 1978 911SC
and I joined PCA right away so I
could sign up to drive on the
track I had been watching racing legends drive for many
years. So, one month later I’m
at the track for my first HPDE
with NNJR. I was very nervous
and didn’t know what to expect.
Unfortunately the first day was
not a great experience. That
evening I was seriously thinking this might be my only track
event. But the next day, Bob
Russo who worked for the Al
Holbert Racing team, got into
my car and he was fantastic
and turned my experience
around completely. I became a
regular at the Niagara events
and eventually became an instructor during the Mike Bohan / Dan Deegan era. I’ve
since become a PCA National
Certified HPDE Instructor.
When Rich approached me
about becoming a member of
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Dave Hostetter
the DE committee as a Run
Group Coordinator, I was honored to become part of the
team. I was especially excited
to be the coordinator for the
Novice group. It is my mission
to ensure that no drivers in my
group have the bad experience I
did at my first event. The team
works very closely together to
ensure a safe and fun environment.
We help students

achieve their driving goals and
make arrangements for them to
progress to the Intermediate
group when they demonstrate
they are ready. We all strive to
ensure that new students are
quickly included in our culture
and comradery that makes Niagara unique.

Dave Hostetter

Niagara HPDE Program

Instructor Development Program Chair Ken Buschner

Niagara Instructor Development a Program
Approximately 5 years ago, we
in the driving events committee
realized that our unique and
successful track programs
needed a method and process
to train new and talented instructors. Although there are
several other existing programs
in place, the leadership consensus was that by carefully recruiting and educating new
people, we could infuse the
team with great skills and also

the unique track culture that
has made Niagara such a success for our students. The concept we use is the brainchild of
several of us including Jim Tulloch and Rich DeAsis. Rather
than use a weekend “school” as
is common, we have taken a
longer-term view and use highly skilled mentors over a full
season. This approach is allowing the carefully vetted candidates to learn their craft from
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Ken Buschner

veteran instructors who possess
high-level teaching and interviewing skills to compliment
their excellent driving skills.

We know that not all good drivers are capable of great communication and therefore I carefully choose only candidates who

in my view have a very good
chance of making the grade.
One of the key elements in our
program is the dedication of our
core group of senior mentors
who graciously donate their
time and skills to team teach
with the new candidates during
interviews, classroom, and post
on track feedback sessions. By
learning from a minimum of 3
mentors in all aspects of our
process, each candidate
has a world class opportunity
for education. I am very pleased
that so far we have graduated
many highly skilled new instructors and next year’s class
looks to be a strong group.

Ken Buschner

Niagara HPDE Program
Chief Instructor - Rich de Asis

Growing up I always had a fascination of cars and speed. In
the earlier days it was American
muscle cars that captured the
imagination of a middle school-
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er growing up in NYC. Just before high school I don’t think I
even understood car culture but
when going to the local five and
dime store or the local hobby

Rich de Asis

shop, it was always the car
magazines and car models that
caught my eye.
My love affair with Porsche
would have started, as I was
finishing
high school.
It was a picture of a 911
Turbo on the
cover of Car
and
Driver
Magazine (if
m e m o r y
serves
me
correctly,
late 1970’s).
The
wide
hips,
the
m a s s i v e
whale
tail
out
back,
those massive rear tires, that
coke bottle shape, the silhouette, the bulging haunches….all
suggesting a very fluid shape in
motion. It was hook line and
sinker right then and there. I
would have a picture of a 911
somewhere in my bedroom
through time, the pictures of
subsequent model years would
change but it was always a 911.
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Fast forward to the summer of
1995 when I visited my older
brother then living in the
Southern Tier of Western NY.
He had a passing knowledge of
my affinity for a
911 but didn’t tell
me that he had recently bought a
Guards Red 993
Carrera.
Imagine
my surprise when
the garage doors
swung open upon
my arrival to his
home and there was
my
childhood
dream sitting there
in
his
garage.
Dumbstruck and at
a loss for words, albeit momentarily, it
didn’t take long for me to recover to ask for the keys! One can
imagine the multiple trips I
made to visit with my brother
that summer.
One of those trips included a
visit to Watkins Glen where my
brother had a gift certificate
from the dealer for a one-day
trip to drive the track with an
instructor with an outfit called
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Rich de Asis

Trackmasters. First, my brother didn’t want anything to do
with it but after a hearty
amount of begging, pleading
and groveling he relented and
grudgingly went so I too could
go. I remember sitting in the
old front stretch bleachers
watching him do laps and all I
could think
of was how
badly I really wanted
to go for a
ride in his
car.
After lunch
we
were
able to convince
his
inst r u ct or
to take me out for a few laps.
That was literally a lifechanging event. Within a few
laps, I knew then and there,
this is what I wanted to do! I
can vividly recall the excitement of being in a car driven
near its limits, the tires howling in protest, the acceleration,
the cornering forces, the braking maneuvers, the adrenaline
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rush….this was pure unadulterated exhilaration. I had to
that point never experienced
anything like that beforehand.
It would take me seven long
years of biding my time and patiently waiting to get back to
the track. In late 2001
I purchased my first
Porsche; a well kept
1999 Carrera 4. Upon
driving out of the
dealer’s lot, there was
no question I wanted
to take my car to the
track. That year I
would also become a
Niagara Region member.
All through that Winter and Spring of
2002 I can recall being very
narrowly focused on attending
my first track driving event
with the club. That would be in
June of 2002 for the club’s Annual Spring DE. The anticipation was unbearable!

Rich
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C/O Daniel Sliwinski
3595 Pohl Road
Alden, NY, 14004
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